New Years 2017
with Serapis Bey

The Study Group Leader
Of Christ Church
Understanding
Twin Flames & Soul Mates
EMPEROR LeAMTHE: When you have a twin
flames relationship, you are as said, “two peas in a pod.”
Mandarin: It can start out as a soul mate relationship to become near twin flames.
ANDREA SELESTOW: Twin flames is basically a misnomer. Only about 4% of
them work out. These are when they come forth as new flames or God Presences
going out together. They generally make so much backdirect or karma together,
and go separate byways, that people are better off
with the soul mate.
Serapis Bey: The
Baton Rouge Study
Group Leader’s TriMandarin: In my case, I had a wonderful wife where
State Area
there is the division of labor. In this day to day
working together to make things happen, it becomes
over the centuries a relationship that can become one
of near twin flame.
STEVEN ECKL: It is one which is shared
responsibility towards some higher goal and in the
gratitude, there is shared gratitude that furthers its
binding. You cannot do everything yourself, neither
her.
Nancy of Oregon: It is one in which we would not
show you from a teaching from Archangel Raphael
and Archaei Mary.
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Typist: Mother Mary is answering someone’s prayer on the study
group leader from Baton Rouge. The question is, “Why did she not
marry me?”
I am not normally either invited to speak about homeopathy
over a case in heaven. The study group leader was working on her
ascension while on earth. She has ascended.
She said: “It was a poor choice that she made, to not marry you
when I was so in love with you.” (half convinced.)
I thought: at my age, surely that is the wrong choice to marry,
as I wanted to do things my way but he was not even going to be
around so why in the world did I do this? And when he left my
heart was broken.
As I should have married him. (half-conviction)
And it was something I was going through at that time. (halfconviction)
I was thinking I could not any longer have any decisionmaking in my life by being married.
I even had read stories of how liberated women celebrated
decorating the stove with live plants, putting the ceramic covers
over the hot plate. That was what I was going through at that time.
Typist: This is a case of what we call the person cannot marry as
their wheels are off the ground, they are in the final ascent to the
ascension.
STEVEN ECKL: They are in the final stages in the ascent, they do
not want to be married. When my wife wanted to go to
Washington DC, I did not want to go and I was ready to go down
to the county office to file for a divorce before I was killed.
ANDREA SELESTOW: Had the study group leader been alive,
Hurricane Katrina would not have happened.
MOTHER MARY: So two people on the Christ highway need to go
their separate ways at such time.
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: As two people will not understand each
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other, no matter what, as what is happening is that the ascension
coil of white fire begins to rise from the base of the feet and she is
as said, “on the runway” and “liftoff has already taken place.”
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: She was the more powerful in position in
this couple, yet it does not assuage the pain when it is not known
why she would not marry you.
Nancy of Oregon: In such an hour, it is as said, you are like oil and
water.
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: Yet, as you are this special bond, you are
required to forgive and move on.
Typist: She said, “He asked me at the absolutely wrong time.” (halfconvinced)
She was so darn sure. She said, “But I hurt him badly and I do
owe him an apology. I still do love him.”
If you recall say how back in the South, there is a standard of
an extreme honey-tongued culture that has women trapped into
serving everyone, not just the immediate family and it had to be an
extreme form of giving. “Everyone is honey child, sugar pie,
sweetie pie.” And these women opened up their wallets to almost
complete strangers just to fit this role model, to help anyone.
So this was a time when to such a woman as Jerese’s mom,
when asked by — any man— whether he was left of center, right of
center, center, up or down, would have been told, “Don’t ask, all
men are male chauvinist pig.” And at that time, it was the first time
that this word came out, “male chauvinist pig.” She thought all her
slavery before then was due to this inequality of women. As you
may remember women were not even allowed to vote until August
1920.
So she treated you as a male chauvinist pig. It is not that such
a one was anywhere close to it, as a matter of fact, this was a good
match. It was that society had put her into this box, and she was
finally out of it, and a man, any man asking her to marry her was to
be treated as a male chauvinist pig.
Mandarin: And now, you see how people call good-hearted
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Americans, American chauvinist pig and how it hurts deeply because
we do not deserve it at all.
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: These two are somewhere between close
soul mates and near twin flames.
Typist: The next question is “I left. Did I make the right choice?” It
will surprise you that the answer is yes. She is not well. She has
the keynote: “fixed ideas”
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: The study group leader of Baton Rouge
has ascended. She is working at Serapis Bey’s etheric Retreat. By
the time you were to reach heaven, this condition will have been
healed. She is determined to work upon it due to last night’s
conversation and meeting.
Typist: We went through the symptomlogy with her. She has fixed
ideas, does not budge. Once her mind is fixed, it stays that way.
Mandarin: “My Way or the Highway”, you took the highway.
ANDREA SELESTOW: In this state of fixed ideas, the arguments to
you are earth shattering and she sees nothing to this. She will put
her foot down and argue and she will not lose. And this arguing is
being healed.
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: The decision was correct to leave, as she
would have continued to argue and assert her ways that would
have further pushed the two of you further apart that is not so
easily melded together again, as there is the backdirect or karma
that you have toward each other. It was better that you left at the
time, and to not go on the arguing.
____________
SERAPIS BEY: The study group leader of Lubbock Texas had to rest
at John the Beloved’s Retreat for some time. We do thank this one
for having been there for the Baton Rouge one, as she was saved
from harm for your presence there.
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FATHER MALACHI: And the women are female chauvinist pig if
you have taken off on the runway with the wheels having been
drawn up inside the airplane.
FATHER STRONG: Nobody knows your business. And that is the
way you prefer to live.

SERAPIS BEY: The study group leader of Baton Rouge
did ascend for her work there and that tri-state area
which extends to St. Louis Missouri and down to
New Orleans.
The study group leader of Lubbock, Texas has
ascended. She had the State of Texas to decree for. In
her case, she was taken to the shack at the Ranch and
was in a 19-to-1 shack raping. They took her clothes
with her to humiliate her, she decided to die in the
shack. Jennie Smith, do not be concerned over the
attack you endured.
Serapis Bey: Jennie Smith,
The Study Group Leader-the State of Tennessee.

Serapis Bey: The Study
Group Leader of
Lubbock--the State of
Texas.

Jennie Smith was study group leader of
Tennessee.

You may recall that Clara Louise
Kieninger did her daily decrees in Berkeley
California during the 1960’s when they were
throwing rocks in the windows and did ascend
from Berkeley California and did shepherd the
youth in the San Francisco Bay Area, who did
come into the Teachings in record numbers for the legacy of Light she had left
there. This is not anywhere close to the legacy of Light left by one such as Pearl
Dorris who had been in Santa Rosa, California, only a short distance from
Berkeley California. This is the power of one who is devoted to the decrees, their
ascension and transferring the Light of the altar.
Nancy of Oregon: As the study group leader of Baton Rouge, she had the same
sort of militancy of those at headquarters in the spreading of the teachings. She
exemplified having a militant streak in her so to speak.
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STEVEN ECKL: She has to do things right down the military row. Do the decrees
regularly. Do them for the earth.
ANDREA SELESTOW: It is a militancy that we learned to do as a way of life. We
are not going to be put down by opposition as we are dealing in the etheric, and
not the physical.
STEVEN ECKL: The decrees then filters down to the physical.
ANDREA SELESTOW: We are rather waving our swords so to speak with the
Word of God.
JESUS CHRIST: In this hour of the Catholic Church forming anew, you do not
take a backward step.
ANDREA SELESTOW: You are as these study group leaders, always marching,
left right, left right. Head up, look straight ahead, left-right, left-right—
JESUS CHRIST—

Onward Christian Soldier.
Nancy of Oregon: I was the study group leader in
Oregon and she was the study group leader in a key
location. And she held the balance for this area of
Baton Rouge and New Orleans, Mississippi and
Oklahoma and St. Louis.
HOLY AIMEE: The Catholic Priests have to
understand this wedding to Christ where you are in
a key location. it is where you are to bring about
the Light and Teachings, and so do not forget this.

Serapis Bey: The study
group leaders are taught to
demagnetize the cities.
They are taught to infuse the
focuses with the Light of the
decrees.

JESUS CHRIST: What is being asked in you to form
the United States Catholic Church is to found an
institution on both married life and unmarried life.
We ask those who are the priests of the sacred fire, that if you are close to the
ascension to heed the call to stay a part of the inner Church and not become a
part of the outer Church, although your years as in this case, would indicate that
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you have not such a desire, however you would not know this until you have a
greater time in trying out the chant work, to know how it is that you make it to
the Serapis Bey Ascension Temple in your finer body to continue the spiritual
work.
HOLY AIMEE: You make the simple prayer before you fall asleep, “Beloved God
Presence, I ask to be taken to the Etheric Retreat of Serapis Bey tonight.”
JESUS CHRIST: In this situation,
you see that Serapis Bey is the
Hierarch there at Luxor Egypt and
would give you the final steps to
the ascension and not to look at the
outer world and think that this is
the judge and mark of who you are
as a priest to join the outer Church
but that you reach for the Bridal
Call and the Bride of Christ
initiations and the initiations of the
Ascension Temple by going there
in your finer body while your
body rests.

Serapis Bey: The study group leaders are able
to understand at the highest point of these
focuses such as the Arc in St. Louis, that there
is the transfer of the Light of Judgment to the
Earth.

SERAPIS BEY: Here the Washington
Monument is then a focus of Light that is
arced to the Statute of Liberty in New York
City.
This is a science that was on
Atlantis and Lemuria, the ancient
continents.
It was how we were able to hold the
balance for the United States between New
York City and New York City. This
monument is then consecrated and not
used for another purpose.

O nward C hristian S oldier!
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